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Places where Jews were murdered in the village of Bulaeshty 
 
Type of site: Place of murder 
 
Briefly describe the significance of the site: 

In August 1941 the Romanian armies captured the village.  
During this period they shot the Jewish population of the village. 
Executions occurred to the south of the village Bulaeshty, in the forest. 
There are several places of execution in the forest. According to the documentary 
data and memoirs of inhabitants (righteous gentile Afanasii Makarovich Savchuk) 
there were found two places of execution. 
№1- place of execution of Rozenfeld David, 20 years old. 
№2 - a place of execution of 8 Jews: Nitoker Abram, 62 years old; Nitoker Basia, 
28 years old; Nitoker Bruha, 50 years old; Shfarts Zieka, 55 years old; Shfarts 
Rahil, 40 years old; Shfarts Liuba, 8 years old; Shfarts Gidali, 5 years old; Shfarts 
Sheindla 73 years old. 
In November 1944 the corpses were reburied on the Jewish cemetery in Orhei. 

 
Size of site: About 10 sq.m. 
 
Access to the object:  Free. On the way from Orhei to Bulaeshti (28 km from Orhei) 
 
Original Holocaust-era features: Entrance in the village, forest. 
 
Deliberate changes to the site since the Holocaust: 

On the margin of the forest there had been planted pines 
 
Monument or sign: No memorable sign. 
 
Care for of the site today: 

Nobody takes care of the object. Now only a few people can precisely show this 
place. The road fork near the entrance of the village serves now as a reference 
point. 

 
Recommendations for the further activity on the object: 
  To establish a memorable sign on the place of execution. 
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